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Abstract

Pre-trained language models (PLMs) have001
made significant progress in NLP. News text002
classification is one of the most fundamental003
tasks in NLP, and various existing works have004
shown that fine-tuned on PLMs could score up005
to the accuracy of 98% on the target task. It006
seems that this task has been well-addressed.007
However, we discover that news timeliness can008
cause a massive impact on the news text classifi-009
cation, which drops nearly 20% points from the010
initial results. In this paper, we define timeli-011
ness issues in news classification and design the012
experiment to measure the influence. Moreover,013
we investigate several methods to recognize014
and replace obsolete vocabularies. However,015
the results show that it is difficult to eliminate016
the impact of news timeliness from the words’017
perspective. In addition, we propose a set of018
large-scale, time-sensitive news datasets to fa-019
cilitate the study of this problem.020

1 Introduction021

Pre-trained language models (PLMs) like022

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and GPT (Radford023

et al., 2019) have achieved remarkable success024

in various NLP applications (Qiu et al., 2020;025

Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019). Massive026

news articles are generated and posted online every027

day (Wu et al., 2020a), which contain rich textual028

information (Wu et al., 2021), and PLMs have the029

potentials to enhance news text modeling(Miao030

et al., 2018; Cecchini and Na, 2018) for various031

intelligent news applications like news text032

classification. Substantial work (Nugroho et al.,033

2021; Liu et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2021) has shown034

that on large corpus PLMs are beneficial for news035

text classification. Fine-tuned method could score036

up to the accuracy of 98% on the target task. It037

seems that recent algorithms (Xu et al., 2020;038

Meng et al., 2019) are approaching the ceiling of039

this task.040

CHANNELNAME

TITLE

CONTENT

Table 1: An example from our dataset.

However, we found that news classification re- 041

mains various issues worth exploring. We at- 042

tempt in a simple experimental setting: training 043

our model on outdated news datasets and testing 044

on new-updated news datasets which crawls from 045

the same source. After experiments, we surpris- 046

ingly discover the accuracy of result drops nearly 047

20 points from the initial results. We tested on dif- 048

ferent pre-trained models in the same setting. The 049

experiment results all demonstrate that different 050

PLMs bring a slight improvement to this problem. 051

We distribute this problem to the impact of news 052

timeliness on text classification. Although PLMs 053

have achieved amazing results in many natural lan- 054

guage understanding (NLU) tasks, there is little 055

research to explore whether large-scale pre-trained 056

models can relieve the news timeliness influence. 057

In this paper, we investigate several ways to rec- 058

ognize and replace the time-sensitive vocabulary 059

to improve its performance on news classification 060

task. However, these methods do not seem to be 061

helpful to this phenomenon. We believe there are 062

many aspects worth exploring in this issue. In sum- 063

mary, our contribution points can be summarized 064

as the following: 065

• We found that the news timeliness can cause 066

a huge impact on the news text classification. 067

• We propose a set of large-scale time-sensitive 068
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news datasets to facilitate the study of this069

problem.070

• We reveal that it is difficult to eliminate the071

influence of news timeliness on the words’072

perspective and provide a reference value for073

future work.074

2 Related Work075

2.1 News Text Classification076

Previous work on text representation can be cat-077

egorized into three main types (Zheng et al.,078

2020): statistics-based (Joachims, 1998; Zhang079

et al., 2015; Robertson, 2004), neural-network-080

based (Chen, 2015; Lai et al., 2015; Socher et al.,081

2013) and pretraining-based embeddings (Devlin082

et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019).083

Nowadays, with the prevalence of pretraining tech-084

niques, recent algorithms (Xu et al., 2020) are ap-085

proaching the ceiling of these datasets with accu-086

racy scores up to 98%. Different from any of exist-087

ing models, our study involves the impact of news088

timeliness on the target task.089

2.2 News Datasets090

We have compiled several datasets for news text091

classification and summarized them in Table 2.092

Most datasets are in Chinese (SogouCS (Wang093

et al., 2008), THUCNews (Sun et al., 2016), Chi-094

naNews (Zhang and LeCun, 2017)) and English095

(Kaggle (Fuks, 2018), MIND (Wu et al., 2020b),096

N15News (Wang et al., 2021)). Since news is time-097

sensitive text, most of them are outdated datasets.098

Some of them are small in scale. Different from099

any of the existing datasets, our datasets are more100

timeliness, providing a new stage to test the perfor-101

mance of future algorithms.102

Dataset Lang. # Doc # Class

SANAD (2019) AR 200k 7
ATCD (2021) AM 50K 6

Kaggle (2018) EN 125K 31
MIND (2020b) EN 128K 4
N15News (2021) EN 200K 15

SogouCS (2008) ZH 577K 5
THUCNews (2016) ZH 740K 14
ChinaNews (2017) ZH 1.51M 7

Our dataset ZH 192K 3

Table 2: Comparison of news classification datasets.

3 Dataset 103

3.1 Data Collection and Cleaning 104

We crawl our datasets from Sina news website1 and 105

People’s Daily Online2, and collect news from Jan- 106

uary 1th, 2021 to June 30th. However, the quality 107

of the crawled data is definitely not high, and we 108

need to clean the news data. Since the headlines 109

of the news have already summarized the news 110

content to a certain extent, we intend to deal with 111

the news content mainly. Firstly, we use a feature- 112

based approach to remove the words that are not 113

related to the classification in the news. Secondly, 114

we de-duplicate the repetitive news to get higher 115

quality data. 116

3.2 Data Statistics 117

In this dataset, each piece of data consists of five 118

parts: namely title, content, title entity, content 119

entity and category. The dataset consists of ten cat- 120

egories, namely FINANCE, TECHNOLOGY, GAMES, 121

etc. Among them, in addition to 75,572 other cate- 122

gories, it consists of various news categories other 123

than the first nine categories. An example is shown 124

in Table 1, and the data statistics and average length 125

are reported in Table 3. 126

TYPE STATISTICS TIT. CON.

FINANCE 14,877 21 1,219
REAL ESTATE 12,912 20 1,076
EDUCATION 11,953 18 1,185
MILITARY 11,476 21 1,055
TECHNOLOGY 22,578 20 645
AUTOMOBILES 23,117 22 1,019
SPORTS 14,506 20 487
GAMES 21,784 19 564
ENTERTAINMENT 15,831 21 770
OTHERS 75,572 19 531

TOTAL 224,606 20 748

Table 3: Size overview of our dataset.

3.3 Extractive Strategies 127

We follow the traditional ChineseNLP tools3 to 128

recognize the entity in the content and title, which 129

contains 35 types: PERSON, EVENT. PRODUCT, 130

DATA, etc. The model uses BERT as based model, 131

and trains on the Onenote5.0 (Weischedel et al., 132

2013), and finally achieves 81.18% accuracy in the 133

test set. 134

1https://news.sina.com.cn/
2http://en.people.cn/
3https://github.com/ckiplab/ckip-transformers
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Method Example

Raw data Tesla delivered approximately 140,000 electric vehicles worldwide in the third quarter of 2020.
MASK [MASK] delivered [MASK] [MASK] [MASK] [MASK] worldwide in the third quarter of 2020.
PAD [PAD] delivered [PAD] [PAD] worldwide in the third quarter of 2020.
Fine-grained [MASK] delivered [PAD] electric vehicles worldwide in the third quarter of 2020.
Keyword delivered ; in the third quarter of 2020

Table 4: Different methods of obsolete word replacement

4 Preliminary135

4.1 Problem Defination136

We randomly select 3,000 items from each news137

category in THUCnews(Sun et al., 2016), a total138

of 9 categories, and 27,000 items of data. Sub-139

sequently, we randomly selected 1,000 items for140

each category from our own datasets, for a total141

of 9,000 items. Two copies will be selected, one142

as the validation set and one as the test set. It is143

worth noting that during the training process, we144

only use the old datasets for training and do not add145

new data. This is the difference between our task146

and the normal news classification task. Specifi-147

cally, we evaluate the models performance based148

on accuracy, precision, recall and Macro-F1, which149

computing the average of the F1 scores obtained150

by individual categories.151

4.2 Training details152

Specifically, we adopt pre-trained models in the153

HuggingFace Transformers toolkit4(Wolf et al.,154

2020) through all of our works. Hyperparameters155

values of the training stage are listed in Table 5.156

We use a single RTX 3090 GPU for training. The157

best checkpoint of the model is searched during the158

validation stage. Specifically, we finetune all model159

parameters except pre-trained text embedding in160

this paper.161

Hyperparameters values
Number of epochs 5
Batch Size 16
Max Sentence Length 512
Optimizer Adam

(Kingma and Ba, 2014)
Learning rate 1e-5
Loss function label smoothed

cross-entropy
(Szegedy et al., 2016)

Table 5: Hyperparameters values of training stage.

4https://github.com/huggingface/transformers

5 Experiments 162

In this section, we implement our experiment on 163

supervised text classification built on common pre- 164

trianed model and fine-tuned with supervised soft- 165

max loss on labeled texts. We explore this problem 166

from the following three perspectives. 167

5.1 Experimental Settings 168

Pre-trained Model Since different PLMs 169

are suitable for different tasks, we fix 170

other variables and only change the type 171

of pre-training model for experimentation. 172

We experiment on three common PLMs: 173

BERT-base-Chinese (Devlin et al., 2019), 174

which has 12 layers, 12 attention heads, 393M pa- 175

rameters, Chinese-roberta-wwm-ext (Liu 176

et al., 2019), which has 12 layers, 177

12 attention heads, 393M parameters, 178

Chinese-xlnet-base (Yang et al., 2019), 179

which has 12 layers, 12 attention heads, 445M 180

parameters. 181

Obsolete Word Replacement Following previ- 182

ous work, masked language modeling (MLM) (Tay- 183

lor, 1953; Devlin et al., 2019), randomly masks 184

some of the tokens from the input to learn an in- 185

ner representation of language. We consider to 186

cover up the outdated entity, focusing the study on 187

the sentence structure and other important informa- 188

tion. We first compare two replacement characters: 189

[MASK], which takes participating in the calcula- 190

tion when put the sentence into PLMs, and [PAD], 191

which means blank character, not having a hand in 192

the calculation. Moreover, we adopt a fine-grained 193

approach, dividing entities into three categories: 194

entities with timeliness, entities that are not time- 195

sensitive but affect classification, entities that are 196

not time-sensitive and do not affect classification, 197

taking the operations of masking, remaining, and 198

padding of three types respectively. In addition, 199

some keyword information would be ignored be- 200

cause it is impossible to classify the time-sensitive 201
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Method
BERT RoBERTa XLNet

Pre. Rec. F1 Acc. Pre. Rec. F1 Acc. Pre. Rec. F1 Acc.

Baseline 82.70 76.17 75.24 76.17 82.27 78.06 76.76 78.06 84.00 80.34 79.68 80.43

MASK 82.72 78.27 77.30 78.27 82.35 78.46 76.90 78.46 82.26 79.04 77.26 79.04
PAD 82.94 78.46 77.19 78.46 81.33 77.91 76.27 77.91 83.26 79.42 78.26 79.42

Fine-Grained 81.42 78.29 76.83 78.29 81.94 78.39 77.15 78.39 81.88 77.78 76.38 77.78
MASK+KEY. 83.38 79.53 78.69 79.53 82.93 76.26 74.65 76.26 80.48 75.31 73.42 75.31

FG+KEY. 81.83 76.91 75.13 76.91 82.56 76.71 75.33 76.71 83.18 77.54 76.11 77.54

Table 6: Experimental results of baseline methods

characteristics from the recognized entities. We202

separate the data set into two copies, one to replace203

time-sensitive entities, one to extract keywords, and204

pass them through the same PLMs. By adjusting205

the weight of learning, we can learn the structure206

information of the sentence without ignoring key-207

word information. Different methods are shown in208

Table 4.209

Datasets Distribution Furthermore, we want to210

explore whether is the distribution difference be-211

tween different datasets that causes the problem.212

Apart from training on the old datasets and test-213

ing on the new datasets (old↔new), we design two214

other comparative experiments: training on the new215

datasets and testing on the old datasets (new↔old),216

training on the new datasets and testing on the new217

datasets (new↔new).218

5.2 Results and Analysis219

We first present the experimental results on the220

PLMs comparison and obsolete word replacement.221

The numbers are shown in Table 6. From the re-222

sults, we can observe that XLNet (Yang et al., 2019)223

achieves the best performance 80.43%. Comparing224

with other two PLMs, XLNet combines BERT (De-225

vlin et al., 2019) and Transformer-XL (Dai et al.,226

2019), which is more suitable for longer context.227

We believe that this model is more suitable for news228

text classification.229

Then, we work on the influence of obsolete word230

replacement. The results are reported with the last231

five lines in Table 6. We have introduced five dif-232

ferent strategies to eliminate the influence from the233

words’ perspective. We discover that (1) Though234

the method, learning the sentences’ structure with-235

out ignoring the keyword information, could make236

a slight improvement, there is still a considerable237

gap with 98.44% trained on the new datasets in the238

same setting. (2) It can be clearly seen that the239

effect of different replacements fluctuates greatly240

when main model is switched. We adopt two dif-241

ferent strategies, PLMs and word encoder, as our 242

approaches. However, the final improvement is 243

very slight. We claim that (1) It is difficult for 244

us to eliminate the influence from words’ perspec- 245

tive. (2) There are still many issues remained to be 246

solved in this problem. 247

Method BERT RoBERTa XLNet

old↔new 75.24 76.76 79.68
new↔old 97.59 97.72 97.56
new↔new 98.44 99.03 98.89

Table 7: Comparison of news datasets distribution.

We then perform a further analysis on the differ- 248

ent experimental settings, the result is shown in ta- 249

ble 7. We surprisingly discover that both new↔old 250

and new↔new achieve high performance. It certifi- 251

cates that we couldn’t eliminate the influence from 252

the perspective of data sample migration, since 253

even if the training set and the testing set are ex- 254

changed, the problem of data migration should still 255

exist. We believe that the main reason for this phe- 256

nomenon is that the knowledge that did not appear 257

in the finetune and pre-training stage appeared dur- 258

ing the test, so how to eliminate this influence in the 259

finetune stage has become the focus of our future 260

research 261

6 Conclusion and Future Work 262

In this paper, we discover the impact of news time- 263

liness on text classification. We investigate several 264

ways to recognize and replace the outdated vocabu- 265

laries. However, the results show that it is difficult 266

to eliminate the influence of news timeliness from 267

the words’ perspective. Moreover, we propose a 268

set of large-scale time-sensitive news datasets to 269

facilitate the study of this problem. In future work, 270

we can do this task on datasets of different time 271

periods to explore whether such problems will oc- 272

cur in other tasks. We think this research is very 273

meaningful under the pre-training paradigm. 274
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